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Conservation Connection

Protecting Asian Elephants:
A Double-edged Sword

Conservation and animal well-being hold special status at the North Carolina Zoo. The Zoo and Zoo Society
weave these values into decisions affecting all levels of their operations, from how to manage waste to the
items sold in the gift shops.

A Holistic Approach to Our Missions

While every person at the Zoo focuses on promoting
wildlife conservation and animal well-being, the bulk of the
work for these overlapping missions takes place in different
locations. For the most part, the Zoo pursues its conservation efforts in wild environments and manages its animal
well-being initiatives in engineered settings.
When working for conservation, for example, Zoo scientists usually travel to foreign countries or to remote parts
of the state to initiate large-scale changes to protect endangered species. In these operations, staff heads into the field
to collaborate with local stakeholders to implement these
systemic changes.
For example, a program might strengthen ranger patrols
inside a national park or establish protocols for reducing
human-animal conflicts around townships. In any case, the
changes are intended to protect populations of free-ranging
animals living inside a defined, but wild, area.
Conversely, animal well-being programs occur in struc-

Mother, Aunt, and Daughter
enjoy a dusting in the forest.

tured settings where staff is in direct contact with animals.
The goal here is to provide for the biological and psychological needs of each of these animals. Meeting these needs
includes enriching the animals’ lives with appropriate social
and intellectual stimulation as well as tending to their needs
for proper nutrition, shelter, and exercise. During these
interactions, staff relies exclusively on using positive reinforcement to build trust with the animals and to teach them
to cooperate in their own care.

Asian Elephants: In Need of Dual Interventions

About five years ago, a then newly-hired Elephant Manager,
Erin Ivory, introduced the Zoo to an existing conservation
program that was receiving a boost from an animal wellbeing initiative. The two programs complement each other
because of the odd demographics of the remaining Asian
Elephant population. (Ms. Ivory, whom the Zoo recently
promoted to Curator of Mammals, wrote about this Vietnamese project in the fall 2016 issue of Alive.)
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Experts agree that the current Asian Elephant population
hovers around 50,000. But, within this group, nearly onethird of these animals are “working elephants”—animals
that live in captive settings under the care of their owners or
“mahouts.” The small population size of both the wild and
the working groups put both of them at risk.
Extensive habitat destruction, poaching, and a rise in
human-elephant conflicts plague the wild elephants. Their
numbers have been in steady decline in recent years. At the
same time, sweeping social, environmental, and financial
changes are threatening the survival of the region’s working elephants, as well. Improving the well-being of working
elephants, especially when they can be kept in social groups
or sanctuaries, will improve their lives and can increase
their reproductive potential. In the long-term, improving
the health and the viability of working elephants may prove
invaluable in providing conservation support to the entire
species.

The Hidden History of Working Elephants

More than 4,000 years ago, people in parts of Asia began
training and working with wild elephants and, in so doing,
forever elevated the status of Asian Elephants. They became
symbols of wealth and power. Some gained the rank of deities. Throughout their range, elephants became the focus of
elaborate ceremonies and rituals.
On a more practical level, working Asian Elephants
exuded a different kind of power. Pressed into lifelong service as intelligent machines, Asian Elephants labored to give
Asia financial stability. Elephants drove the logging trade
and cleared land for the rubber and palm plantations that
brought wealth to the developing region.
While the centuries have done little to alter the reverence

Asian cultures hold for their elephants, time and progress
have worn heavily on the business side of this relationship.
The results have pushed both wild and working elephants to
the edge of extinction.

Why the Fall from Grace?

Until about 65 years ago, Asian Elephants lived on the fruits
of the forest. Nature provided most of what they—working
or not—needed to survive. At the time, dense forests blanketed vast areas of Asia. Wild elephants drew sustenance
and shelter from these forests, and working elephants, too,
counted on the forests’ seemingly infinite supply of food and
water.
During these lush early years, working elephants lived and
labored alongside their owners in an arrangement that began
in both their childhoods. They lived, learned, and worked in
parallel. From dawn to dusk, they worked side by side to log
forests or plow fields. Come evening, they parted company
but not intentions. Mahouts headed home or to camp to
eat, rest, and socialize. Elephants were freed to do the same:
wander the forest to forage for food, socialize, and sleep.
Come morning, the mahouts trekked through the woods to
find their elephants so the pairs could resume their work.

Progress to Poverty

Since 1950, progress has relentlessly tipped the balance that
sustained people, elephants, and their forests. Rubber and
palm oil plantations and commercial farms crowded out
the native woodlands. Savage logging operations chewed
through the vegetation, leaving mud cuts and gashes where
trees once stood. Logging roads opened avenues for poachers to hunt down elephants and other animals. Eventually,
these and other practices destroyed enough of the forests to

Mahouts tending
their work partners
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Working Toward Asian Elephant Recovery
Curator Ivory’s first international trip to help Asian

BIGSTOCK
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change the lives of elephants—working and wild—and of
local people as well.
Thailand was one of the first countries to succumb to the
blows inflicted by overlogging. Rich with teak, its forests fell
early to unsustainable harvesting. As early as 1989, the state
tried to slow the damage by imposing a countrywide ban on
logging. While intended to help the forests recover, the ban
also put thousands of logging elephants and their mahouts
out of work. Left without forests to sustain them, mahouts
and their elephants plunged into poverty.
To survive, they migrated to cities, such as Bangkok and
Phuket, to take up the only work open to them, catering to
tourists. City streets became overrun with calves, begging
on the roads, to pose for photographs. Adult elephants gave
tourists rides in the blazing sun.
Ten years ago, so many elephants crowded city streets
that the Queen of Thailand banned them from major cities.
She decided that, for their health and well-being, elephants
must return to the country. To facilitate this transition, she
ordered the federal Zoological Parks Organization to help
elephants and their owners return to the countryside.
A similar deforestation story is now unfolding in Myanmar. Enriched with some of the world’s most precious forest
resources, Myanmar once accounted for 75 percent of the
annual global trade in teak. Today, however, decades of corrupt forest mismanagement and illegal logging have robbed
Myanmar of most of this forest wealth. Little more than a
third of its original forests remain, and these patches are
low-quality or nearly inaccessible.
Recently, though, Myanmar’s budding democratic government has pledged to reduce the damage and restore the forests. And, following Thailand’s lead, Myanmar has imposed a
logging ban across large sections of the country. The ban will
protect the forests, but it also puts more than 5,000 mahouts
and their elephants out of work.

Deforestation in Thailand (left) and Borneo

Elephants took her to Vietnam. In 2016, she and a veterinary colleague, Dr. Susan Mikota, traveled there to provide
support to a newly-formed Elephant Conservation Center.
At the Center, they began training the caretakers to use
modern positive reinforcement techniques to interact with
the elephants. They also helped rescue and later treat two
orphaned calves that were rescued by the Center’s staff. (See
Alive Fall 2016.)
Since then, Curator Ivory and her colleagues have begun
elephant conservation projects in both Myanmar and Thailand, too. The work in Myanmar started first when Ms. Ivory
collaborated with a number of her colleagues to organize
and teach a multi-day workshop in that country. That workshop addressed conservation and well-being issues and drew
participants in from 11 of the 13 countries that still support
Asian Elephant populations. At this workshop, a non-profit
group from Thailand invited Ms. Ivory to consult on an elephant relocation project taking place in Surin Province.

The following paragraphs introduce some details on the
projects operating in both countries.

Myanmar’s Elephant and Forest Recovery
Program

Curator Ivory’s Myanmar work brought her in contact with a
relatively new, but profoundly successful elephant conservation/welfare project that was established by two individuals
in 2011. The project began when Tin Win Maw and Htun
Wynn founded Green Hill Valley Elephant Camp. The camp
takes in logging elephants displaced by unemployment.
The couple created the camp after spending more than 20
years working with elephants in Myanmar’s tourist industry.
As they watched the country’s logging industry begin to fall
into decline, the couple decided to established a sanctuary
to take in unemployed logging elephants and to employ
them in an ethically operated tourist business that the couple
would establish.
Since its inception, the camp has followed its founding
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principles. It provides exemplary care to its elephants. It
offers public education programs on environmental issues
and sustainable practices. Its mobile clinic provides free
veterinary care to Myanmar’s elephants. The camp also
manages a reforestation project that has planted more than
120,000 trees. Tourists who visit the camp leave with refillable water bottles and messages about giving up single-use
plastics.
Also, the camp operates a primary school for the children of its mahouts and will fund their education through
graduate school. A sustainable agriculture program feeds
the camp’s employees, their families, and the elephants
without relying on profits from the tourism business.
Wynn and Maw have also been working to shift Myanmar’s booming tourism business toward eco- and elephantfriendly operations.
In this regard, Green Hill Valley recently hosted Elephant
Care Asia, a workshop for professional managers, veterinarians, and tourism leaders working with Asian Elephants. As
an internationally recognized specialist in elephant welfare,
Curator Ivory helped design this workshop in collaboration with an impressive list of Asian Elephant experts. The
workshops drew in experts from 12 of the 13 countries that

support wild Asian Elephant populations.
The workshops included sessions on conservation issues
and addressed elephant welfare, too. Classes included
sessions on veterinary procedures and on using modern,
behavioral-based management techniques with elephants.
The courses also described methods managers could use
to provide positive experiences to their elephants and to
enhance their quality of life. Other sessions addressed the
need to recognize and respect elephants’ instinctual behavioral needs and discussed ways to use enrichment items to
address these needs and add interests and challenges to the
elephants’ daily lives.
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While Curator Ivory was the only behaviorist speaking at the workshops, several respected veterinarians and
researchers presented as well. These professionals included
Drs. Susan Mikota (co-founder of Elephant Care International), Willem Schaftenaar (retired Chief Veterinarian
for Rotterdam Zoo), and Hollis Burbank-Hammarlund (I
Work for Wildlife), who served as the project manager and
co-founded the workshop with Curator Ivory. Guest lecturers, Dr. Khyne Umar (first female veterinarian to work
for Myanmar Timber Enterprise logging company) and Dr.
Janine Brown (Smithsonian Institute) provided additional
lectures and support.

Beginning Work in Thailand

When the workshop ended, representatives from Veterinarians International invited Ms. Ivory to visit Thailand to
evaluate a project serving 200 tourist elephants living in a
small town inside Surin Province. (The entire province has
registered 2,000 working elephants, a number that accounts
for half of Thailand’s elephants.)
In January of 2019, Curator Ivory and Zoo Elephant
Caretaker Deborah Miller visited the town, assessed the
program, and held several training sessions for the elephant

managers. The training showed the caretakers how to use
positive reinforcement techniques to manage their elephants. Ms. Ivory and several other Zoo personnel intend
to return to Thailand soon to expand this work.
This fusion of animal welfare and conservation programming highlights the Zoo’s commitment to solving complex
environmental dilemmas by considering the needs of both
people and wildlife. By taking a holistic approach to problem-solving, the Zoo hopes to establish a sustainable future
for Asian Elephants and their caretakers.
Jayne Owen Parker, Ph.D., Director of Communication
and Education

TRAVEL SAFARI
2019 DESTINATION

2020 DESTINATIONS

South Africa, Victoria Falls and
Botswana

October 26 - November 8
$8,099 per person*
(Includes round-trip air from Charlotte)
An extraordinary adventure into some of Africa’s
most iconic wildlife destinations. Highlights of this
trip include seven wildlife safaris, a cable car ride
to the top of Table Mountain, a visit to the iconic
Victoria Falls, a foray into the heart of South Africa's
famous winelands, time in Entabeni Conservancy
and Chobe National Park, and so much more!
Optional three-night pre-tour extension to Dubai
available for $649. (International airfare not
included)

New Travel Additions

India Wildlife Safari 2020 - Land of the Tiger
March 23 - April 8
$6,950 (Does not include international air)
Organized in partnership with the Zoo Society’s longtime travel
partner, Ecoquest Travel, this 17-day wildlife safari to India
explores some of the subcontinent’s most remarkable national
parks and cultural achievements. The parks on our itinerary hold
the promise of outstanding wildlife viewing, offering opportunities to see the most extensive collection of large mammals found
anywhere outside of Africa. Tigers, One-horned Rhinos, Water
Buffalo, and Asian Elephants are among the better-known species
tucked away inside these parks.
As our group travels in search of these natural wonders, it will
also venture into cities and towns to view remarkable architecture, bustling markets, and ancient temples. The Taj Mahal is, of
course, center stage among these cultural icons, and this itinerary
schedules a visit there at sunrise when
the mausoleum’s white marble glistens
in shades of pink and gold.
The national parks that the tour
explores include Bandhavgarh, a park
that boasts a wealth of biodiversity—
37 species of mammals, 250 species of
birds, and 70 species of butterflies—
and the highest
density of Tigers
found anywhere
in the world.
Other notable
destinations
include the
World Heritage
Site Agra Fort
and two other
national parks,
Kanha and Kaziranga, where the wildlife viewing opportunities
include One-horned Rhinoceros, Asian Elephants, Hoolock Gibbons,
and, with good luck, Leopard and Gaur.
INGIMAGES

Exploring Australia!

Including the Barossa Valley Wine Region
April 24 - May 11
$8,349 per person,
double occupancy, if booked before October 25,
2019 (Includes international airfare & shuttle from
Asheboro to Charlotte International)

What a way to see the Land Down Under!
Highlights of the trip include Melbourne, Uluru,
Alice Springs, the Great Barrier Reef and so much
more. The Society has coordinated this tour with
Collette Travel Service. Costs cover international
and ground travel inside Australia, 23 meals,
experienced tour guides and more! Postextension trip to Fiji is available!

Still In Planning for 2020—

Bali and the Dragons

In cooperation with Ecoquest Travel, the Zoo
Society is planning a rare and extraordinary adventure that will put our guests in
the company of dragons. The Zoo’s Curator
of Reptiles, Amphibians, and Invertebrates,
Dustin Smith, is slated as the Zoo host for this
trip, which will begin in Bali and end with a
visit inside Indonesia’s Komodo National Park.
In Bali, visitors will see stunning birds,
exotic vegetation, Ebony Leaf Monkeys, and
other wildlife. In Komodo National Park visitors will visit Flores and Rinca, one of the best
islands for seeing wild Komodo Dragons. This
15-day adventure will also provide opportunities for snorkeling above a pristine coral reef
in these tropical waters.
A true island adventure. Dates and prices
will be posted soon.

More details and full itineraries
are available for download at
nczoo.COM under “Extraordinary
Experiences.”
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The Great Lesser Flamingo Chick Rescue
This rescue story began when a killer drought and a
faulty water pump intersected to spawn a crisis that drove
nearly 3,000 devoted Lesser Flamingo parents to abandon
their eggs and leave their nestlings to starve.

T

his tragedy unfolded this past winter at one of only six
known breeding sites for Lesser Flamingos—the smallest
members in the flamingo family tree. The faltering breeding
site, called “Kamfers Dam,” is a salty wetland that stretches
over about 1,235 acres in the arid center of South Africa.
As breeding sites go, Kamfers Dam is young. Up until about
40 years ago, the “dam,” (South Africa’s term for a “reservoir”),
was a temporary, saline pool that came and went with the rainy
seasons. It was too short lived and fickle for birds to use for
breeding. But, then the town of Kimberley started pumping its
sewage and runoff water into the dam. Shortly after that, the
reservoir, an isolated basin, became a permanent wetland.
Enriched by nutrient-rich effluent flowing down from
Kimberley, the dam blossomed with a mat of blue-green algae
that turned it into a flamingo wonderland. Within just a few
years, tens of thousands of flamingos and 60 other bird
species flocked to Kamfers Dam every October to breed.
Eventually, Lesser and Greater flamingos, as well as other
bird species, set up permanent residence at the dam. By 1995,
so many birds flocked to the dam that it became a major tourist
destination and gained protection as a Natural Heritage Site.

Drought and Leaky Pipes

In the years that followed, several conservation groups formed
to protect the site and look after its birds. At first, the groups
dealt with problems caused by flooding. Later though, beginning in 2014, a drought slowly pushed its way across South
Africa. By 2018, it was so severe that several South African
cities were rationing water and fretting about what to do if their
reservoirs ran dry.
Kamfers Dam limped through the drought for a while, parching a bit, but not drying up until the pump at the Kimberley
treatment plant began to fail. With the runoff down to a trickle,
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water levels dwindled. By January 2019, the western side
of the wetland was dry, leaving thousands of flamingo nests
exposed on a growing expanse of cracked mud. As the water
level continued to fall, reluctant flamingo parents peeled off,
one by one, abandoning their nests and chicks to find safety,
food, and comfort in the water on the eastern side of the lake.

Mounds of Misery

Flamingos nest on muddy mounds that the birds pile up on the
shoreline. If the water around their nests recedes, flamingo
parents will leave, but not without turmoil. Their abandoned
chicks constantly call from fear and hunger, and the distressed
parents flap back and forth between safety and their young,
frantically searching for ways to cope with the disaster.
Heart-wrenching and thunderous, this is the commotion that
alerted the people of Kimberley to the disaster unfolding at the
dam and ignited the rescue effort that eventually brought volunteers in from around the world to help.

The Crux of the Rescue Operation

The rescue focused on saving Lesser Flamingos, a species
considered “Near Threatened” by the International Union for
the Conservation of Nature. A significant cause for concern
about the species is that only six sites worldwide support successful breeding colonies for Lesser Flamingos.
This rescue began on January 24, 2019, when community
volunteers waded into Kamfers Dam to pull 1,800 abandoned
chicks to safety. As the volunteers started caring for this
multitude of chicks, the Kimberley Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals and the Pan-African Association of Zoos
and Aquariums joined in to help. These groups rounded up
batches of chicks and placed them with professional caretakers and rehabilitators in eight South African zoos and rehab
facilities.
The caretakers began hand-rearing the chicks with the goal
of returning the survivors to Kamfers Dam by May. This deadline was significant: it would get the chicks back to the dam
in time to fledge with the chicks still under the care of their

parents and living on the unaffected eastern side of the lake.
To facilitate this plan, the world zoo community stepped in to
send volunteers and funding to help with the relief efforts. AZA,
the Association of Zoos and Aquariums that operates in North
America, called for volunteers. Jeff Souther, the author of this
account and an animal caretaker in the Zoo’s RJ Reynolds
Aviary, responded and, with funding from the North Carolina
Zoo Society, joined the group of AZA volunteers traveling to
South Africa.

Artificial island
built in Kamfers

Caring for the Birds
Jeff Souther’s Account

D

uring my stay, my group of volunteers lived in student
housing at Lory Park Zoo in Midrand, South Africa. We
slept in bedrooms on the second floor of the building. The
flamingo chicks lived in two rooms on the first floor.
When I arrived, Lory Park Zoo was caring for some 90
chicks—all about four weeks old. The chicks lived in two
groups: one group contained about 50 healthy birds; the other
held about 40 chicks that were infected with avian pox—a
disease they had acquired before arriving at the zoo. These
chicks were smaller than the healthy birds. We kept the groups
separated to prevent the disease from spreading. About halfway through my stay, another 25 birds came in from another
facility. These chicks were smaller than ours, and many were
unnaturally attached to, or imprinted on, people.

A Day in the Life Of…

Our workday began at 6 a.m. and ended at 6:30 p.m.
Occasionally, one or more of us took on extra duties at night
that mostly involved checking on the status of various chicks.
One night, though, this included setting up propane heaters
and moving birds to safety after a storm rolled in, knocked out
our power, and flooded one of the flamingo rooms.
On a typical day, I prepared formula to feed to the chicks four
times a day, hand-fed chicks—again four times a day—cleaned
their enclosures, moved them to outside pens during the day,
and returned them to heated rooms at night. The chicks ate
a concoction containing raw sardines (sans scales, fins, and
bones), raw shrimp, egg yolks, baby cereal, water, and some
commercially prepared flamingo diet. We pureed the mixture in



BY MARK D. ANDERSON - RELEASED UNDER THE GNFL LICENCE, WITH PERMISSION FROM MARK D. ANDERSON.
JMK (TALK) 15:14, 20 AUGUST 2008 (UTC), CC BY-SA 3.0, HTTPS://COMMONS.WIKIMEDIA.ORG/W/INDEX.
PHP?CURID=4593414

a blender and then packed it into a syringe attached to a tube.
By threading the tube down a chick’s throat, we were able
to fill its crop and ensure that each chick received enough calories to develop quickly. We wanted to give them all their best
chance to return to Kamfers Dam in May. We also set out pans
containing a slurry of flamingo diet and powdered blue-green
algae for the chicks to eat during the day.
During my two-week stay, most of the chicks doubled their
weight. After returning to the North Carolina Zoo, I learned
that our group of healthy chicks was the first set of youngsters
to reach the weight and height requirements that guaranteed
them a return trip to Kamfers Dam in May.

Next Steps

Local conservation groups are continuing to monitor the water
levels at Kamfers Dam, and a local diamond mining company
has funded repairs to the pump at Kimberley’s wastewater
treatment plant. The community hopes that these changes will
protect the health of this vital breeding ground. Meanwhile,
the scale of this rescue effort—and the worldwide response it
inspired—has raised awareness about these birds and should
help protect the future of Kamfers Dam and its flamingos.

Recovering Lesser
Flamingo Chicks

 Batches of prepared
flamingo food

 Plush comfort for a tired
chick

PHOTOS BY JEFF SOUTHER
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A THANK YOUS B
Thank yous go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts
of $1,000 or more to the Society, January 1 – March 31, 2019.
A-1 Motion & Design Inc.
Advisors Financial
Center - Chris Griffin
and Neal Griffin
Ms. Jan Albrecht
A. P. Anderson Jr. &
Mable T. Anderson
Apac Atlantic, Inc.
Asheboro Fire &
Security
Jonathan Wilfong &
Wendy Baker
Blue Flint Animal
Hospital
Melissa & Frank Bocci
Andrew & Amanda
Bolomey
The Bridge Family
Foundation
Patricia & Howard
Burkart
Fred E. & Jeanette D.
Byerly
C. L. Mike Cammack
Ms. Samantha R.
Caulder & Mrs. Tonya
H. Overturf
ChargePoint Inc.
Clapp’s Convalescent
Nursing Home, Inc.
Ms. Monica M Delben &
Ms. Jessica L. Clark
CommScope, Inc.
Cross Road Retirement
Community
Robert & Katherine
Davis
Duke Energy
Brittany & Justin Elliott
Engage2Excel
Environmental Air
Systems
Patrick Ferries &
Gretchen Jewell
Fibertex Personal Care
Corporation
Fidelity Charitable Gift
Fund
William H. and Muriel J.
Fox Endowment Fund
Genie Frick
Friends of the Randolph
County Library
Fred Garrett & Elizabeth
Griffin
Jack & Jill Gerringer

Ticket information available at nczoo.com
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Shannon & Robert
Gordon
Greif
Halifax County
Convention & Visitors
Bureau
Nelson & Michele
Hendrix
HH Architecture
Mrs. Linda Hodges & Ms.
Rebecca Swindell
Bill & Ann Hoover
Insurance Answers
The International Rhino
Foundation
Ivey & Eggleston
Marv & Burke Jensen
Ms. Sherry A. Kellett
Lisa Kirby
The Honorable Mary A.
Leight
Bryce & Tara Loveless
Lowe’s Home Center of
Asheboro
Martinez & Associates -Nationwide Insurance
McDowell Lumber Co.
Lisa & Ernest Melvin
Mr. Hayes Murdoch
National Geographic
Society Education
Foundation
North Carolina Electric
Membership
Corporation
Mr. Kevin B. Odom
Oliver Rubber Company
PEMMCO Manufacturing
Francis & Abbie Pepper
Michael & Ashley
Peterson
Pfizer
Piedmont Natural Gas
Company
Pinnacle
Poppies International Inc
Carl and Mary Porchey
Progressive Business
Media
Pugh Funeral Home
R.H. Barringer
Distributing Company
Inc.
Randolph
Communications
Kevin & Meredith Rawls
Sally & Jim Rayburn

Rheem Heating &
Cooling
Thomas & Marcy Ricks
Mr. John T. Roberts
Rodgers Builders
RTI International
Daphne Rupard
Mrs. Carla Sadtler
San Diego Zoo
William & Martha
Scarborough
Robert A. Sebrosky
Mr. Sherrill W. Shaw
Shugart Homes
Talmadge and Ian
Silversides
Sir Pizza of Asheboro
Smithfield’s Chicken ‘N
Bar-B-Q
Societe Zoologique De
Granby Inc
Paul Speaks
State Employees
Combined Campaign
John H. E. Stelling &
Victoria A. Herring
Superior Mechanical Inc.
Technimark LLC
The Growing Place at
First Baptist Church
The Mohamed bin Zayed
Species Conservation
Fund
Thomas Tire &
Automotive
The Timken Company
Tower Components, Inc.
Turlington & Company,
LLP
Mrs. Kathryn Turner &
Mr. Richard Nixon
Kris & Dina Tutterow
Bobby & Robin Tysinger
Walt Disney Parks and
Resorts
Warr Pediatric Dental
Associates
Weiler Woods for Wildlife
Wells Fargo Bank, NA
Monty & Nancy White
Wildlife Conservation
Society - New York
Wilhoit Group of Keller
Williams
Robert & Jean Winfrey
Yogi Bear’s Jellystone
Park Asheboro

Dear Zoo Friend,
Now is the time to imagine the fun and the excitement you’ll
feel when a future Zoo visit draws you through an exotic
gateway and into a lush wilderness inhabited by Tigers,
Komodo Dragons, Red Pandas, and other Asian species.
Don’t be surprised—or be surprised and thrilled!—to walk
down a path and look up to see a
Tiger bounding across a branch
dangling just above your head or to
hear a Komodo Dragon roaring before it dashes out of sight.
These and other wild experiences will be waiting once we add another
world of wonder—Asia—to the Zoo. And, you can join us in making
it all happen by making a gift now to grow more wonder and more
wild at the Zoo.
Your donation will help us add an amazing variety of new species to
the Zoo and will ensure their health and well-keeping into the future.
And, your gift will make you a partner in the Zoo’s continuing
efforts to protect and conserve wildlife all over the world.
Come grow with us! It will keep you learning.
Sincerely,

Cheryl Turner
Executive Director
North Carolina Zoo Society

Please donate by going to
nczoo.com and clicking on
the Grow More Wonder
and More Wild button
on our home page.
		Thank you

BIGSTOCK
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Figuring Out Flamingos

eff Souther’s recent trip to South
Africa to help rescue hundreds of
abandoned Lesser Flamingo chicks
got us thinking that, maybe, some
Alive readers would enjoy learning a
bit about the six species of birds that
make up the Flamingo Family—or the
“Phoenicopteridae.”

All in the Family

One of the comforting attributes of this
family is the uniform cast of its members.
Meet one flamingo, and you can recognize them all. All of them walk about on
long, gangly legs and gaze at the world
through bright yellow eyes. And their
long, rubbery necks, more often than
not, assume a posture that curves and
recurves to mimic the letter “S.”
Of course, their signature color, pink,
gives them away as well! Healthy flamingos—young or old—never go anywhere
without showing at least a trace of
pink. Depending on their species, the
adults wear at least a few feathers that
fall within a color range that stretches
from barely blush to neon red. Even the
chicks, which stay bundled up in white
or charcoal down for months, flash pink
from their spindly legs and growing
beaks.
Flamingo chicks eat pink, as well.
Their parents—both moms and dads—
churn out a deep pink, fuchsia-colored
milk that provides the chicks with the
only food they will eat the first five to 12
days of their lives. Composed of eight
to nine percent protein, 15 percent fat,
and 75 percent carbohydrates, flamingo
milk has a formula similar to the milk that
mammal mothers provide to their young.
After about two weeks of living on
pink milk, flamingo chicks start venturing
out of their nests and wading through
the salty water of their home lakes and
lagoons. As they go, they begin foraging,
too, sweeping their bills underwater to
filter out bits of food.
In these early days, while their bills are
::
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still maturing into their adult shape—the
chicks continue to receive supplemental milk from both of their parents.This
supplemental feeding will last about
two months and will consume so much
energy and food that the parents’ plumage will lose some of its color. By the
time the chicks are feeding entirely on
their own, their parents will look washed
out and exhausted.

Pink, Pinker, Pinkest

The fuchsia in the flamingos’ milk—as
well as the pink, orange, and red hues
that infiltrate flamingo bills, skin, and
feathers—all have a foreign origin. The
hues arise from pigments that are stored
in the foods that flamingos eat. Called
“carotenoids,” these pigments are antioxidants that are produced exclusively by
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certain kinds of plants, algae, bacteria,
and mushrooms. When any of these
organisms are eaten, their carotenoids
ride up the food chain to be stored and
used and then passed on. Because they
are often woven into complex molecules,
these carotenoids may not reveal their
true colors until some chemical process—digestion or heat—breaks the pig-

ment free from the rest of the molecule.
Once freed, the pigments may travel into
skin, feathers, fur, or flesh where they
will reflect color— pink, yellow, orange,
or red—when light shines on them.
The hidden quality of these carotenoids explains why cooking shrimp or
lobsters changes their color to pink or
bright red and why eating blue-green
algae can give flamingos, spoonbills,
ibises, and other birds the pigments they
need to grow brilliantly colored feathers.

Storing Up Carotenoids

Along with great variety, carotenoids
possess enduring persistence. They can
sit hidden and inert inside an animal for
years. Flamingo chicks benefit from this
endurance. Chicks begin storing carotenoids with the first sip of their parents’
milk. From that moment on, a chick
begins pulling the pigment out of the
liquid and caching most of it in its liver. It
will hold the captured carotenoids there
for the year or more that it takes for the
bird to approach adolescence. Only then
will the chick begin replacing its downy
grey or white feathers with the stiffer,
more structured feathers of adulthood.
When these feathers first start to
form, a light load of the carotin stored in
the chick’s liver will be shuttled into the
growing feathers’ developing filaments.
At first, only a few pigments will reach
their feather destinations. But, as the
chick matures, each successive molt
will reveal feathers with more and more
pigment. So, by the time the youngster is
ready to breed, its plumage will be flamboyant enough to attract a mate.

Putting on the Pink

Regardless of a flamingo’s species, the
pinker or redder its plumage, the more
likely it is to attract a mate. Brighter
colors suggest a healthier partner.
This color signal is so valuable that
some flamingo species enhance the
appearance of their fitness by applying

makeup—in the form of a pink, waxy
oil—on top of their feathers.
These birds acquire their makeup by
repurposing their preening oils. All birds
preen as a way to keep their feathers
tidy, flexible, and clean. Some birds,
including flamingos, produce an oily,
waxy preen oil that they slather over their
feathers to hold them in place and to give
them an extra layer of protection and
waterproofing.
Not surprisingly, flamingo preen oil
is flush with carotenoids. Spreading it
around during a regular preening session
can freshen up the colors on a flamingo’s
feathers. Greater Flamingos ramp up
this effect by layering on an extra coat
of oil. These birds cap off their preening
by rubbing their cheeks back and forth
over their preen glands, picking up lots
of color, and then smearing the colorful
oil across the feathers on their necks,
breasts, and backs. The oil deepens the
feathers’ hues the same way that rouge
rosies up a woman’s cheeks.

Feeding Flamingos

While each flamingo species consumes
a slightly different species specific diet
(a factor which explains their species
specific plumage colors), all six species
gather their food in the same way—
through a closed beak that is held upside
down and underwater.
The odd process begins when the
flamingo shuts its mouth, inverts its
head, and plunges it below the water’s
surface. Holding its breath, and often
swinging its head from side to side, the
flamingo pumps or sweeps water into its
mouth, straining it through rows of horny
plates, called “lamellae,” that filter out
the organisms that make up the bird’s
diet. Forcing water in and through this
lamellae requires a specialized, muscular
tongue that pumps in and out, like the
pistons in a gasoline engine, to keep the
liquid coming and going.
The space between the lamellae varies
in different flamingo species, allowing
each to specialize in a diet defined by
the size of the prey. Greater Flamingos
have lamellae gauged to capture shrimp
and insects, while Lesser Flamingos’

lamellae crowd together to capture tiny
bacteria and blue-green algae. Because
flamingos breathe air, they have to hold
their breath as they feed. They can stay
submerged for about five minutes at a
time.

Why Do They Stand on One Leg?

Guests ask this question often because
the flamingo’s one-leg pose is both striking and common, even among sleeping
flamingos. Recently, some researchers
from Georgia Tech and Emory University
tried to answer this question and, along
the way, stumbled into an odd discovery:
even dead flamingos will balance on
one leg.
This finding followed the earlier
observation that, when flamingos stand
on one leg, falling asleep improves their
balance. This intrigued the researchers
because most animals, including people,
grow unsteady when they close their
eyes. (Try it, but be careful! You will falter
if you close your eyes while standing on
one leg.)
To try to explain the phenomenon,
the researchers borrowed two flamingo
cadavers from a Georgia zoo so they
could delve into flamingo anatomy. Then,
almost by accident, they discovered that,

BIGSTOCK

when they placed the bird on one foot,
gravity pulled it into a balanced, standing
posture.
While unsure of why this happens, the
researchers think it has to do with the
alignment of the bird’s hips and knees.
(The arrangement is challenging to
study because these joints are generally
not visible. Bird knees sit close to their
bodies, hidden by feathers. The joint that
bends where you expect to see a knee is
an ankle. That is why it bends backward,
not forward, the way a knee should.)

Visiting Flamingos

c

hilean Flamingos live in a habitat outside of the Zoo’s RJ Reynolds Forest
Aviary. The species has pale pink,
almost salmon-colored, feathers because
its diet (crustaceans and other small
animals) contains few carotenoids.
Jayne Owen Parker, Ph.D., Director of
Communication and Education
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EXTRAORDINARY EXPERIENCES
Waiting at the Zoo in 2019

GO BEHIND THE SCENES WITH A KEEPER TO MEET
YOUR FAVORITE ZOO ANIMAL

The Zoo Society operates public and private VIP Tours for people who want
to go behind-the-scenes and learn how the Zoo’s caretakers look after the
animals. All tours last about an hour or an hour-and-a-half and are accompanied by a professional Society guide. Public and Private tours are identical, but
private tourgoers select the date of their tours and choose up to six people to
attend. Visit nczoo.com under “Extraordinary Experiences” for detailed information on pricing, tour limitations, dates, and other details. Proceeds support
wildlife conservation.

VETERINARY CAMPS -

Campers work with the Zoo’s veterinary staff to learn what it is like
to practice medicine inside a major zoo. Campers interact with live (domestic) animals to practice some medical procedures— giving physical exams or
applying bandages and such— and take part in realistic simulations to practice administering CPR, drawing blood, shooting a dart gun, using an endoscope, and more. Camp counselors are all enrolled in the NC State College of
Veterinary Medicine.
• The Society’s one-day Junior Veterinary Camp accepts male and female rising 7th through 9th-grade students. Remaining camp date is August 17.
• The Society’s three-day Senior Veterinary Camps accept rising 10th graders through first-year college students. The June 14 through 16 Senior Camp
is for girls only. The July 19 through 21 camp accepts both male and female
students. Campers work into the night and sleep in a Zoo Society cabin next to
the veterinary hospital.

MIDDLE SCHOOL CAMP

The Society’s So You Think You Want To Work With Animals? Camp
accepts 6th–8th graders and takes place on September 7. This camp introduces students to jobs that benefit animals and introduces them to aspects of
veterinary medicine, animal caretaking, wildlife biology, and animal training.

Zoo EVENTS
JUNE
15 Saving Species across North
America :: The North Carolina
Zoo works on the ground to protect wildlife in North and Central
America. Learn about these programs and find out what you can
do to help wildlife at home.

SEPTEMBER
21 Zoo to Do :: The Zoo Society’s
fabulous fundraising gala! The
evening includes catered dining
and refreshments, dancing, lively
auctions featuring Zoo experiences, local pottery and much more.
28 Saving Species across Africa
:: The North Carolina Zoo is a
world leader in wildlife conservation in Africa. Learn what the
Zoo does to protect endangered
animals in Africa and learn how
the Zoo works to protect wildlife
around the world.

OCTOBER
19 Celebrating Senses :: What
we taste, touch, hear, and see
defines what we know about our
world. Visit to see how animals
rely on their senses to survive.
The day includes opportunities for
guests to sample some interesting
sensory experiences.

WILD ANIMAL SCIENCE CAMP

These co-educational camps explore how scientists study animals in the wild
and in zoos. Programs give campers hands-on experiences relating to the use
of camera traps, observing animal behaviors, exploring forests, and reading
animal signs, such as scat and footprints. Campers set up tents and sleep
inside the Zoo. Junior camps, for rising 8th through 9th graders, are scheduled
for June 8-9 and September 14-15. A senior camp, for rising 10th through college freshmen, is set for June 29-30.

SHADOW A VETERINARIAN

Offered once a month from March through October. This program puts two
people in the company of a Zoo veterinarian to make morning rounds behindthe-scenes at the Zoo. Suitable for adults. (Children 15-19 years old may
attend with an adult.) The program includes an after-tour pizza lunch with a
Zoo veterinarian and the option of taking a private golf cart tour of the Zoo
after lunch.

Visit nczoo.com under “Extraordinary Experiences” for detailed
information on pricing, tour limitations, dates, and other details.
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26 & 27 Boo at the Zoo ::
Celebrate the excitement of the
season with a weekend of safe
daytime Halloween fun! Enjoy
trick or treat games, live music
and entertainment, face painting,
animal encounters and a children’s costume contest.

Zoo Society Retail Making Changes
to Make a Difference

gling communities of the world.

David Whitaker, Director of Retail, NC Zoo Society

“Saving a piece of the world for its
wildlife” is a mission statement that
the Zoo Society has always taken
seriously. Like the Zoo, the Zoo Society is deeply committed to protecting
both wildlife and the environment.
The Society addresses its commitment by supporting Zoo conservation programs in the field and by
implementing sound conservation
practices in our work here at home.
We lend our support by raising
awareness about important conservation issues and by raising funds to
support Zoo programs that address
these concerns.
One of our most successful fundraising efforts depends on support
from some three-inch buttons that
depict Zoo animals. The proceeds
from these sales support conservation.
Before 2012, we stocked these
buttons near the cash register and,
occasionally, asked guests to make a
dollar donation to conservation in
exchange for a button.
In 2012, we decided to grow these
sales by asking every buyer to donate
a dollar and take away a button. This
single change involved our staff in
telling some of the Zoo’s conservation stories and boosted our button
sales from $8,000 in 2011 to $80,590
in 2018.
The Zoo’s Director of Educa-

Stopping the Waste

The Society’s retail stores are working
to remove all single-use plastics from
our shops. Working locally, in our
shops, and nationally through ZAG
(The Zoo and Aquarium Buyers
Group), we are helping vendors shift
away from single-use plastic packaging and toward more eco-friendly
materials.
We prefer vendors who are
Partnering with Fair-Trade
making other eco-friendly changes,
Vendors
too. For example, most of our venThe Zoo Society works with vendors dors have replaced the plastic fill in
who share our values about consertheir plush animals with 100 percent
vation and ethical business practices. post-consumer recycled materials.
For example, many of our products
The hang-tags used on these items
come from Stoneage Arts Global, an and some of our clothing are printed
industry leader in providing ecowith Soy ink and are attached with
friendly, quality merchandise
string, not with plastic tags.
to stores.
Toy companies are on board, too,
Stoneage Arts Global works with
removing acetate fronts from their
wholesale distributor World Artiboxes and replacing single-use plassans to provide quality, eco-friendly tic bags and pouches with reusable
products produced by talented artists materials. Many of our t-shirts are
who use sustainable and replenmade from recycled plastic bottles,
ishable materials in their creations.
organic cotton, bamboo, and even
Most of these items are produced
hemp.
from organic, sustainable, recycled,
Of course, some of these changes
or natural materials that are harare costly, especially the ones that
vested legally and in an ecologically
require more manual labor. Even so,
friendly way.
the Zoo Society and shops in other
In addition, Stoneage Arts Global responsible zoos have committed to
pays its artists a fair income and,
“making a difference” by embracing
through its The AmmAs Helping
and promoting these changes.
Hands Foundation, funds educaWe appreciate all of your support.
tional and other services in strug

tion, Conservation, and Science,
Dr. Richard Bergl, keeps our sales
staff motivated by visiting annually
and talking about the impact these
funds have on the Zoo’s conservation
efforts. His updates underscore the
value of our efforts and give our staff
stories to share about how the button
sales help wildlife.
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

New at the Zoo!

OPENING SOON!

The

Kaleidoscope*
Butterfly Garden
is NOW OPEN!

Step inside this special
habitat—brimming with
blossoms—and immerse
yourself in the splendor of
living colors.
$3/person or Fun Ticket
* A group of butterflies is usually called
a “kaleidoscope,” although sometimes,
the group may be called a “swarm” or
a “rainbow” of butterflies.

Treehouse Trek—a new,

down-sized version of the Zoo’s
popular Air Hike Ropes Course.
Treehouse Trek is open to kids
of all ages and abilities. It is lower
and safer than the original ropes
course and has a portion that is
ADA Accessible. Once open, it
will operate daily through
October 31, 2019.
$3/person or Fun Ticket

